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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Submersible pump are widely used in a wastewater pumping station and 
treatment plants, to transfer sewage from a sump or wet well to other parts of the 
processes. Usually when a centrifugal pump is operating at its best efficiency point 
(BEP), the bending forces are evenly distributed around the impeller. If the pump 
discharge is throttled from this best efficiency point, then the fluid velocity is changed 
and causes the hydraulic radial imbalances load to increase at the impeller of the pump. 
Therefore, the shaft of the submersible pump is subjected to cyclic stresses due to this 
hydraulic radial imbalance loading and torsional load. This thesis mainly focuses on the 
distribution of stresses on the critical area of the shaft due to the imbalance loads and to 
determine the causes of failure to the shaft. Methodology used to carry out th e study are 
mainly through analytical calculation (static & fatigue) and 3D analysis (Finite element 
analysis & fatigue life cycle analysis). Results from both the analytical and 3D analysis 
shows that the pump shaft has been designed for infinite life as the fatigue life cycle is 
in the region of 1010 to 1012 cycles at the critical area of the shaft. Since the shaft has 
been designed for infinite life, the other factors such as stress corrosion cracking, 
pitting, cavitations and imperfection during manufacturing are suspected to be the 
possibilities of main contributors to the failure of the shaft, mainly due to fatigue under 
cyclic loading when it is in operation. 
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ABSTRAK 
 
 
 
Kini, pam empar digunakan secara berleluasa di loji kumbahan najis dan di stesyen pam 
yang berfungsi untuk mengepam air najis dari tangki najis ke proses yang seterusnya. 
Apabila pam empar beroperasi pada tahap kecekapan terbaiknya, daya empar yang 
wujud disekitar impelernya adalah seimbang ataupun sekata. Manakala, apabila prestasi 
pam berganjak atau berubah daripada tahap kecekapan terbaiknya, halaju cecair yang 
dipam akan berubah dan menjadikan daya empar menjadi tidak sekata disekitar impeler 
pam empar. Jadi, ini menyebabkan shaf pam empar tersebut mengalami tegasan secara 
mampatan dan tegangan yang berterusan semasa beroperasi. Tesis ini merangkumi 
perubahan tegasan pada bahagian-bahagian kritikal shaf serta mengenalpasti punca 
kegagalan shaf tersebut. Oleh itu, metadologi yang digunakan untuk tesis ini adalah 
secara pengiraan  analitikal serta analisis 3D. Walaubagaimanapun, keputusan yang 
diperolehi daripada kedua-dua metadologi tersebut menunjukkan bahawa shaf tersebut 
telah direkabentuk untuk beroperasi sehingga infiniti kitaran hidup. Secara 
kesimpulannya, faktor-faktor lain seperti tegasan melalui pengaratan serta kecacatan 
semasa pembuatan shaf tersebut adalah merupakan punca kegagalan shaf secara lesu 
semasa beroperasi. 
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1K1 BAChdolrka pqrav 
 
tastewater lift stations are facilities designed to move wastewater from 
lower to higher elevation through pipesK hey elements of lift stations include a 
wastewater receiving well Ewet-wellFI often equipped with a screen or grinding to 
remove coarse materialsI pumps and piping with associated valves I motorsI a power 
supply systemI an equipment control C alarm systemI an odor control system and 
ventilation systemK  
 
iift station bquipment and systems are often installed in an enclosed 
structureK qhey can be constructed on-site Ecustom-designedF or prefabricatedK iift 
station capacities range from TS liters per minute EOM gallons per minuteF to more 
than PTUIRMM liters per minute E1MMIMMM gallons per minuteFK mre-fabricated lift 
stations generally have capacities of up to PUIMMM liters per minute E1MIMMM gallons 
per minuteFK  
 
Centrifugal pumps are commonly used in lift stationsK A trapped air columnI 
or bubbler systemI that senses pressure and level is commonly used for pump station 
controlK lther control alternatives include electrodes placed at cut-off levelsI floatsI 
 O 
mechanical clutchesI and floating mercury switchesK A more sophisticated control 
operation involves the use of variable speed drivesK  
 
iift stations are typically provided with equipment for easy pump removalK 
cloor access hatches or openings above the pump room and an overhead monorail 
beamI bridge craneI or portable hoist are commonly usedK qhe two most common 
types of lift stations are the dry-pit or dry-well and submersible lift stationsK fn dry-
well lift stationsI pumps and valves are housed in a pump room Edry pit or dry -wellFI 
that is easily accessibleK 
 
 qhe wet-well is a separate chamber attached or located adjacent to the dry-
well Epump roomF structureK cigures 1 and O illustrate the two types of pumps;  
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Dry well installed pump 
 
 P 
 
Figure 1.2: Wet well installed pump 
 
qhe number of wastewater pumps and associated capacity is selected to 
provide head capacity characteristics that correspond as nearly as possible to 
wastewater quantity fluctuationsK qhis is accomplished by preparing pump/pipeline 
system head-capacity curves showing all conditions of head Eelevation of a free 
surface of waterF and capacity under which the pumps will be required to operateK 
 
qhe overall performance of a lift station depends on the performance of the 
pumpsK All pumps have four common performance characteristics: capacityI headI 
powerI and overall efficiencyK Capacity Eflow rateF is the quantity of liquid pumped 
per unit of timeI typically measured as gallons per minute EgpmF or million gallons 
per day EmgdF and cubic meter per day EmP/dayFK  
 
eead is the energy supplied to the wastewater per unit weightI typically 
expressed as feet of water or meterK mower is the energy consumed by a pump per 
unit timeI typically measured as kilowatt-hoursK lverall efficiency is the ratio of 
useful hydraulic work performed to actual work inputK bfficiency reflects the pump 
relative power losses and is usually measured as a percentage of applied powerK 
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pubmersible pump are widely used in a wastewater pumping station and 
treatment plantsI to transfer sewage from a sump or wet well to other parts of the 
processesK rsually when a centrifugal pump is operating at its best efficiency point 
EBbmFI the bending forces are evently distributed around the impellerK ff the pump 
discharge is throttled from this best efficiency pointI then the fluid velocity is 
changed and causes the hydraulic radial imbalances load to increase at the impeller 
of the pumpK 
 
qhereforeI the shaft of the submersible pump is subjected to cyclic stresses 
due to this hydraulic radial imbalance loading and torsion loadK ft has been found 
that there has been frequent failures to the shaft of the submersible pump and is 
suspected due to fatigue failure caused by this cyclic stressesK 
 
qhis thesis focuses mainly on the study of the distribution of stresses due to 
the hydraulic radial imbalance loadingI torsion load and fatigue life prediction of the 
shaft partsK qhe analysis will be only focusing on a particular modelI which has an 
output of PM htK 
 
 R 
 
Figure 1.3: Actual Assembly of a submersible pump  
 
 
 
Figure 1.4: Failure of shaft 
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Figure 1.5: Location of the Failure of shaft 
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qhe main objectives of this thesis are stated as per the following; 
 
1K qo determine the distribution of stresses in the critical area of the shaft due to 
the hydraulic radial imbalance loadingsK 
OK qo determine the causes of failure to the pump shaftK 
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OK1 peAcqp 
 
qhe term "shaft" applies to rotating machine members used for transmitting 
power or torqueK qhe shaft is subject to torsionI bendingI and occasionally axial 
loadingK ptationary and rotating membersI called axlesI carry rotating elementsI and 
are subjected primarily to bendingK Transmission or line shafts are relatively long 
shafts that transmit torque from motor to machineK Countershafts are short shafts 
between the driver motor and the driven machineK eead shafts or stub shafts are 
shafts directly connected to the motorK Motion or power can be transmitted through 
an angle without gear trainsI chainsI or belts by using flexible shaftingK  
 
puch shafting is fabricated by building up on a single central wire one or 
more superimposed layers of coiled wireK oegardless of design requirementsI care 
must be taken to reduce the stress concentration in notchesI keywaysI etcK mroper 
consideration of notch sensitivity can improve the strength more significantly than 
material considerationK  
 
bqually important to the design is the proper consideration of factors known 
to influence the fatigue strength of the shaftI such as surface conditionI sizeI 
temperatureI residual stressI and corrosive environmentK eigh-speed shafts require 
 U 
not only higher shaft stiffness but also stiff bearing supportsI machine housingsI etcK 
eigh-speed shafts must be carefully checked for static and dynamic unbalance and 
for first-and second order critical speedsK  
 
qhe design of shafts in some casesI such as those for turbo  pumpI is dictated 
by shaft dynamics rather than by fatigue strength considerations ErefK OFK qhe lengths 
of journalsI clutchesI pulleysI and hubs should be viewed critically because they very 
strongly influence the overall assembly lengthK mulleysI gear couplingsI etcKI should 
be placed as close as possible to the bearing supports in order to reduce the bending 
stressesK 
 
qhe dimensions of shafts designed for fatigue or static strength are selected 
relative to the working stress of the shaft materialI the torqueI the bending loads to 
be sustainedI and any stress concentrations or other factors influencing fatigue 
strengthK phafts designed for rigidity have one or more dimensions exceeding those 
determined by strength criteria in order to meet deflection requirements on axial 
twistI lateral deflectionI or some combination thereofK An increase in shaft diameter 
may also be required to avoid unwanted critical speedsK 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Shaft with simple bending 
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Based on the manufacturer’s specification for the shaft materialI the following are 
the material properties as published data; 
 
Material  : Carbon pteelI C 1MPR 
 
AK Chemical mroperties 
 
Chemical Composition wtI % 
 
C MKO 
pi MKR 
Mn 1KM – 1KS 
m MKMR 
p MKP 
Cr MK4 
 
 
BK mhysical mroperties 
 
  aensity  TKUR g/cmP 
  
 
 
CK Mechanical mroperties 
 
  vield ptress  O9M Mma 
  qensile strength 49M Mma 
  voung’s Modulus O1M dma 
  eardness  1SR eB 
 
 1M 
qhe actual shaft material has been taken and sent for chemical composition 
and hardness test at caculty of Mechanical bngineeringI rniversity qeknologi 
MalaysiaI to determine the actual properties of the material usedI and to compare 
with the properties stated as published dataK 
 
qhe comparison between the specification of carbon steel for published and 
analyzed data are as per the following; 
 
 
Chemical CompositionI % mublished aata qested aata 
Carbon MKO MK1PR 
pi MKR MKOR9 
Mn 1KM – 1KS 1K49 
m MKMR MKM1 
p MKP MKMP 
Cr MK4 MKMT 
 
Table 2.1: Chemical Composition of Material 
 
Based on the comparison aboveI it can be seen that the actual composition of 
the actual shaft material is way less than a typical carbon steel material propertiesK 
qhereforeI the actual shaft material can be concluded as iow Carbon pteel as the 
percentage of carbon is less that MKO %K 
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OKP     cAqfdrb 
qhe concept of fatigue is very simpleI when a motion is repeatedI the object 
that is doing the work becomes weakK cor exampleI when you runI your leg and 
other muscles of your body become weakI not always to the point where you canDt 
move them anymoreI but there is a noticeable decrease in quality outputK  
qhis same principle is seen in materialsK catigue occurs when a material is 
subject to alternating stressesI over a long period of timeK bxamples of where 
catigue may occur are: springsI turbine bladesI airplane wingsI bridges and bonesK  
 
OKPK1 Cyclic ptresses  
qhere are three common ways in which stresses may be applied: axialI 
torsionalI and flexuralK qhere are also three stress cycles with which loads may be 
applied to the sampleK qhe simplest being the reversed stress cycle K qhis is merely a 
sine wave where the maximum stress and minimum stress differ by a negative signK 
An example of this type of stress cycle would be in an axleI where every half turn or 
half period as in the case of the sine waveI the stress on a point would be reversedK  
qhe most common type of cycle found in engineering applications is where 
the maximum stress EσmaxFand minimum stress E σminF are asymmetric Ethe curve is a 
sine waveF not equal and oppositeK qhis type of stress cycle is called repeated stress 
cycleK A final type of cycle mode is where stress and frequency vary randomlyK  
 
 
 
 
 
 1O 
2.3.2 S-N Curve   
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Typical S-N Curve for a material 
 
qhe significance of the fatigue limit is that if the material is loaded below 
this stressI then it will not failI regardless of the number of times it is loadedK 
Material such as aluminumI copper and magnesium do not show a fatigue limitI 
therefore they will fail at any stress and number of cyclesK  
lther important terms are fatigue strength and fatigue lifeK qhe stress at 
which failure occurs for a given number of cycles is the fatigue strengthK qhe 
number of cycles required for a material to fail at a certain stress in fatigue lifeK  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1P 
OKPKP Crack fnitiation and mropagation  
cailure of a material due to fatigue may be viewed on a microscopic level in three 
steps:  
1K Crack Initiation: qhe initial crack occurs in this stageK qhe crack may be 
caused by surface scratches caused by handlingI or tooling of the material; 
threads E as in a screw or boltF; slip bands or dislocations intersecting the 
surface as a result of previous cyclic loading or work hardeningK  
OK Crack Propagation: qhe crack continues to grow during this stage as a result 
of continuously applied stresses  
PK Failure: cailure occurs when the material that has not been affected by the 
crack cannot withstand the applied stressK qhis stage happens very quicklyK  
 
Figure 2.3: Diagram showing location of the three steps in a fatigue fracture 
         under axial stress 
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OKPK4 cactors qhat Affect catigue iife and polutions  
qhe Mean stress has the affect that as the mean stress is increasedI fatigue 
life decreasesK qhis occurs because the stress applies is greaterK ft is mentioned 
previously that scratches and other imperfections on the surface will cause a 
decrease in the life of a materialK qherefore making an effort to reduce these 
imperfections by reducing sharp cornersI eliminating unnecessary drilling and 
stampingI shot peeningI and most of all careful fabrication and handling of the 
materialK  
Another purface treatment is called case hardeningI which increases surface 
hardness and fatigue lifeK qhis is achieved by exposing the component to a carbon-
rich atmosphere at high temperaturesK Carbon diffuses into the material filling 
interstisties and other vacancies in the materialI up to 1 mm in depthK  
bxposing a material to high temperatures is another cause of fatigue in 
materialsK qhermal expansionI and contraction will weaken bonds in a material as 
well as bonds between two different materialsK cor exampleI in space shuttle heat 
shield tilesI the outer covering of silicon tetraboride EpiB4F has a different coefficient 
of thermal expansion than the Carbon-Carbon CompositeK rpon re-entry into the 
earthDs atmosphereI this thermal mismatch will cause the protective covering to 
weakenI and eventually fail with repeated cyclesK  
Another environmental affect on a material is chemical attackI or corrosionK 
pmall pits may form on the surface of the materialI sim ilar to the effect etching has 
when trying to find dislocationsK  qhis chemical attack on a material can be seen in 
unprotected surface of an automobileI whether it be by road salt in the winter time or 
exhaust fumesK qhis problem can be solved by adding protective coatings to the 
material to resist chemical attackK 
 
 
 
 1R 
OKPKR Causes and oecognition of catigue cailures 
deneral Causes of Material cailures:  
· aesign deficiencies  
· Manufacturing deficiencies  
· fmproper and insufficient maintenance  
· lperational overstressing  
· bnvironmental factors EiKeK heatI corrosionI etcKF  
· pecondary stresses not considered in the normal operating conditions  
· catigue failures  
fmproper and insufficient maintenance seems to be one of the most 
contributing factors influenced by some improper designs such as areas that are hard 
to inspect and maintain and the need for better maintenance proceduresK fn many 
circumstances the true load is difficult to predict resulting in a structure being 
stressed beyond its normal capabilities and structural limitationsK  
then a structure is subject to cyclic loadsI areas subject to fatigue failure 
must be accurately identifiedK qhis is often very hard to analyzeI especially in a 
highly composite structure for which analysis has a high degree of uncertaintyK 
qhusI in generalI experimental structural fatigue testing is frequently resorted toK 
qwo fatigue zones are evident when investigating a fracture surface due to 
fatigueI the fatigue zone and the rupture zoneK qhe fatigue zone is the area of the 
crack propagationK qhe area of final failure is called the rupture or instantaneous 
zoneK fn investigation of a failed specimenI the rupture zone yields the ductility of 
the materialI the type of loadingI and the direction of loadingK qhe relative size of the 
rupture zone compared with the fatigue zone relates the degree of overstress applied 
to the structureK  
qhe amount of overstressing can be determined from the fatigue zone as 
follows: highly overstressed if the area of the fatigue zone is very small compared 
with the area of the rupture zone; medium overstress if the size or area of both zones 
 1S 
are nearly equal; low overstress if the area of rupture zone is very smallK cigure U 
describe these relations between the fatigues and rupture zonesK 
 
Figure 2.4 : Fracture appearances of fatigue failures in Bending  
 
qhe fatigue zone can be described as follows: a smooth rubbedI and velvety 
appearanceI the presence of waves known as "clam-shells" or "oyster-shells"I "stop 
marks" and "beach marksI" and the herringbone pattern or granular trace which 
shows the origin of the crackK fn generalI stop marks indicate the variations in the 
rate of crack propagation due to variations in stress amplitude in a cyclic application 
varying with timeK  
 
Figure 2.5: Typical fatigue zone with identifying marks 
 
 1T 
OKPKS aesign Considerations 
bven if careful attention to good design practices is constantly the goal of 
design engineersI fatigue problems are sometimes introduced into the structureK 
catigue failures are often the result of geometrical or strain discontinuitiesI poor 
workmanship or improper manufacture techniquesI material defectsI and the 
introduction of residual stresses that may add to existing service stressesK  
qypical factors affecting fatigue include the following: ptres s raisersI usually 
in the form of a notch or inclusion; most fatigue fractures may be attributed to notch 
effectsI inclusion fatigue specimens are rareK eigh strength materials are much more 
notch-sensitive than softer alloysK Corrosion is another factor that affects fatigueK 
Corroded parts form pits that act like notchesK Corrosion also reduces the amount of 
material which effectively reduces the strength and increases the actual stressK  
aecarburizationI the loss of carbon from the surface of the materialI is the 
next factorK aue to bending and torsionI stresses are highest at the surface; 
decarburization weakens the surface by making it softerK cinallyI residual stresses 
which add to the design stress; the combined effect may easily exceed the limit 
stress as imposed in the initial designK  
 
OKPKT fnfluence of mrocessing and Metallurgical cactors on catigue  
A myriad of factors affect the behavior of a material under fatigue loadingK 
lbvious factors include the signI magnitudeI and frequency of loadingI the geometry 
and material strength level of the structure and the ambient service temperatureK 
eoweverI processing and metallurgical factors are not often consideredI but these 
factors determine the homogeneity of materialsI the sign and distribution of resi dual 
stressesI and the surface finishK qhusI processing and metallurgical factors have an 
overriding influence on the performance of a structureK 
 
 
 1U 
AK mrocessing cactors 
ptresses are normally highest at the surface of a structureI so it follows that 
fatigue usually initiates at the surfaceK ptress raisers are more likely to be present as 
a result of surface irregularities introduced by the design of the structure or produced 
in service or resulting from processingK mrocessing factors can introduce a 
detrimental or beneficial effect into a structureI usually in the form of effect on 
strength level or residual stress condition of the surface materialK qhereforeI the 
effect of processing on the mechanical properties of a materialI especially the 
surface of the materialI directly affects fatigue propertiesK  
mrocessing factors that influence the fatigue life of a structure include the 
following: the process by which a part is formedI such as die casting; the heat 
treatment of a materialI such as quenchingI which builds up residual stresses and 
annealingI which relieves internal stress Esee cigure PF; case hardeningI such as 
carburization or nitridingI which increases surface hardness and strength Esee cigure 
4F; surface finishI such as polished smooth by electro polishing; cold workingI which 
increases strength; alsoI claddingI platingI chemical conversion coatingsK 
 
BK Metallurgical cactors 
Metallurgical factors refers to areas within the materialI either on the surface 
or in the coreI which adversely affect fatig ue propertiesK qhese areas may arise from 
melting practices or primary or secondary working of the material or may be 
characteristic of a particular alloy systemK fn virtually all instances the detriment to 
fatigue properties results from a local stress-raising effectK  
qhereforeI metallurgical factors affecting fatigue include the following: 
surface defectsI sub-surface and core defectsI inhomogenityI anisotropyI improper 
heat treatmentI localized overheatingI corrosion fatigueI and fretting corrosionK 
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ABAnrp 
 
 
 
PK1 fkqolarCqflk 
 
qhe Abaqus suite of software for finite element analysis consists of three 
main products; 
· Abaqus / ptandard 
· Abaqus / bxplicit 
· Abaqus / CAb 
 
qhe standard package solves staticI dynamic and thermal problemsK qhe 
explicit package focus on transient dynamics and quasi-static analysisK qhe CAb 
package is CAa like tool to create models for analysis and for visualization of 
resultsK 
 
fn this thesisI the models has been created in Abaqus / CAb and analysis 
package used in Abaqus / ptandardI hence all analysis are staticK 
 
 
 
 
 
 OM 
PKO       CobAqfkd Mlabip 
 
qhe CAb package is using different modulesK  qhese modules are used in order they 
are presented so the models are created with the same procedureK 
 
· mart Module : qhe parts are created using draphical rser fnterface EdrfF 
· mroperty Module: All the material properties are given such as elastic and 
plastic behaviourK qhe orientation of the beamI etcI is givenK 
· Assembly Module: qhe parts are imported to create the geometry of the 
modelI iKe to build the complete structureK 
· ptep Module: qhis module decides which type of analysis that is going to be 
usedK qhe analysis is divided into one or more stepsK qhese steps capture the 
changes in the modelK eere are the output requests definedK qhere are two 
different procedures for the step; 
o deneral – qhese steps define sequential eventsK qhe state of the 
model at the end of one general stepsK 
o iinear merturbation – qhese steps provide the linear response of the 
model about the state reached at the end  of the last general non linear 
stepsK 
· fnteraction Module: eere all the relationships between the parts definedK 
· ioad Module: fn this moduleI all the loads and boundary conditions are 
definedK qhe loads are step-dependentK 
· Mesh Module: qhis module generates meshes on the assembliesK lne part 
can be divided into three different meshes and different element tooK 
· gob Module: qhe jobs are created and submitted for analysisK ft is possible to 
submit and write only input files for latest usageK 
· sisualization Module: qhe results of the analysis can be visualized in this 
moduleK ft is possible to make different plots at selectedK 
 
 
 
 
 
 O1 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Abaqus standard environment  
 
PKP       bibMbkqp 
 
Abaqus offers a variety of elementsK qhe analysis in this thesis uses solid 
elements as the main featured elementsK qhere are basically four different types of 
elements; shell elementI solid elementI beam element and rigid elementsK 
 
PKPK1 phell blement 
 
Abaqus has three categories of shell elements; general purposeI thin and 
thick shell elementsK qhin elements provide solutions to shell problems that are 
adequately described by classical shell theoryI thick shell elements yield solutions 
for structures that are best modeled by shear flexible shell theoryI and general 
purpose structures shell element can provide solutions to both thin and thick shell 
problemsK 
 
 OO 
qhe general purpose shell elements are axisymmetric elements and three 
dimensional elementsK qhe general purpose elements provide robust and accurate 
solutions in all loading conditions for thin and thick shell problemsK 
 
qhin elements may provide enhance performance for large problems where 
reducing the number of degrees of freedom through the use of five degree of 
freedom shells is desirableK thile the thick elements has non negligible transverse 
shear flexibility as required by these elements to function properlyK 
 
PKPKO polid blements 
 
polid elements are provided with first order ElinearF and second order 
EquadraticF interpolationK ptandard first order elements are essentially cons tant strain 
elementsK qhe second order elements are capable of representing all possible linear 
strain fieldsK qhusI in the case of elliptic problemsI much higher solution accuracy 
per degree of freedom is usually available with the higher order elementsK 
 
cor elliptic applicationsI second order elements are preferredK qhough the 
accuracy per degree of freedom is higherI the accuracy per computational cost may 
not be increasingK Abaqus does not include elements beyond second orderK mractical 
experience suggests that little is gain with those elementsK 
 
tith a fixed mesh that does not use special element that admits 
discontinuities in their formulationsI the first order elements are likely to be most 
successfulK cor a given number of nodesI they provide the most locations at which 
some component of the gradient of the solutions can be discontinuousK 
 
qhusI element CPaUo which is a solid U node linear  brick with three degree 
of freedom per nodeK fn corners and complicated partsI the element CPa4 is usedK ft 
is a 4 node linear tetrahedron with three degree of freedom at each nodeK All the 
solid elements in Abaqus are written to include finite strain effectsK  
 
 
 
 OP 
 
Figure 3.2: Meshing with solid elements 
 
PKPKP Beam blement 
 
A beam in this context is an element in which assumptions are made so that 
the problem is reduced to one dimensional mathematicallyK qhe simplest approach to 
beam theory is the classical buler-Bernoulli assumptionK qhe beam element that uses 
cubic interpolation also uses this assumptionK  
 
 qhis approximation can also be used to formulate beams for large axial 
strains as well as large rotationsK qhe beam element in Abaqus that use linear and 
quadratic interpolationI are based on such a formulationI with the addition that these 
elements also allow transverse shear strainsK 
 
 qhis extension leads to qimoshenko beam theoryK qhe large strain 
formulation in these elements allows axial strain of arbitrary magnitudeI but 
quadratic terms in the nominal torsional strain is neglected compared to unityI and 
the axial strain is assumed to be small in the calculation of the torsional shear 
 ptrainK 
 O4 
PKPK4 oigid blements 
 
oigid elements are associated with a given rigid body and share a common 
node known as the rigid body reference nodeK A rigid element can be used t o define 
the surfaces of rigid bodies for contact or to define rigid bodies for multi body 
dynamic simulationsK qhey also be attached to deformable elements or be used to 
constraint parts of a modelK qhe rigid element used is usually four node elements in 
three dimensionalK 
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cb- pAcb 
 
 
 
4K1 fkqolarCqflk 
 
cb-pAcb is an advanced easy-to-use suite of durability analysis software 
which interfaces to finite element modelsK cb-pAcb combines component loadingI 
cbA stressesI and materials dataI and performs advanced multiaxial fatigue analysisK 
catigue hot-spots are automatically identifiedK P-a contour plots can be displayed 
for fatigue life and for allowable stress factors for a specified design lifeK  
 
cb-pAcb can be used for re-design and ‘what-if’ analysisI for the whole 
model or for selected areasI to investigate the effect of removing metal from non-
critical regions and to increase the life at hot-spot locations of temperatureI surface 
finishI notch sensitivityI geometry changesI and changes in material properties and 
service duty can be investigated quicklyK aesigns can be optimized rapidlyI material 
costs are reducedI and the final design can be verified on the computerI giving more 
confidence that the design will pass test schedules as right-first-timeK  
 
cb-pAcb was developed under a A1million project in collaboration with 
oover droupK bxtensive tests on real components were used to develop the softwareK 
cb-pAcb interfaces to many cbA suites and post -processorsI including ABAnrpI 
AkpvpI cbMpvpI fabApI mro/bngineerI mro/MechanicaI eypermesh and cAMK 
 OS 
qhe ABAnrp interface reads and writes to the Kfil file and the new ABAnrp/CAb 
database available with ABAnrp SK4K1K  
 
A CAqfA and a kApqoAk interface will be released later this yearK cb-
pAcb is supported on pilicon draphicsI eewlett mackard and pun rkfu 
workstationsI and will be available on mC’s running tindows kqK Continuing 
research projects and customer-specified developments are being used to ensure that 
cb-pAcb remains at the forefront of engineering durability by designK 
 
 
 
4KO          Ak lsbosfbt lc cb-pAcb 
 
cb-pAcb consists of a user interfaceI a materials database management systemI and 
fatigue analysis programsK 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Interface of FE-safe 
 
 OT 
 
4KOK1 cbA stresses 
· Are usually elastic stressesI so that the results can be scaled and 
superimposed to 
produce service stress time historiesK 
· blastic-plastic stresses can be analyzed for certain types of loadingK 
 
4KOKO Component loading 
 
· A time history of component load can be applied to a set of cbA stressesK 
· qime histories of multi-axis loading can be superimposed to produce a time 
history of the stress tensor at each location on the modelK 
· A sequence of cbA stresses – for exampleI the results of a transient analysisI 
or the analysis of several rotations of an engine crankshaftI or models of 
several discrete loading conditionsI can be analyzedK 
· A combination of the above O itemsK 
· Block loading programsI consisting of blocks of constant amplitude cyclesI 
can be produced and analyzedK 
 
4KOKP Materials data 
 
· A comprehensive data base of materials properties is providedK 
· qhe database can be extended and modified by the customerK 
· qest reports and background data can be accessed using in-built ketscape 
linksK 
· qhe database is accessed by cb -pAcb during the fatigue analysis set-up and 
materials data is transferred into the analysis programsK qhe database may 
also be accessed directly through the cb-pAcb user interfaceI to enter new 
data for exampleK 
 
 
 
 
 OU 
4KOK4 Additional factors 
 
· kodal temperatures can be used to modify materials fatigue propertiesK 
· bffects of surface finish can be included for all or part of the component 
allowing machined and as-forged surfaces to be differentiatedK 
· kotch sensitivity effects can be included – important for cast ironsI and some 
aluminium alloys and lower strength steels Ein oelease PK1FK 
· A design life may be specifiedK 
· qhe fatigue analysis can be for the complete modelI or for an element groupK 
· aifferent materials data or stress concentration factors can be used for each 
element group Eto allow for machined and as-forged surfaces on the same 
componentI for exampleF 
 
4KOKR Analysis 
· rniaxial analysis using stress-life curves - doodmanI derber or no mean 
stress correctionK 
· rniaxial analysis using strain-life curves – MorrowI pmith-tatson-qopper 
or no mean stress correctionK 
· Biaxial fatigue analysis using local stress-strain analysis Emaximum shear 
strainI maximum direct strainI Brown-Miller combined shear and normal 
strainF implemented as critical plane proceduresK 
· son Mises stressK 
· Analysis of welded structures using the stress-life data from BpTSMUK 
 
4KOKS lutput 
 
· cb-pAcb writes output files of nodal fatigue livesK ff a design life has been 
specifiedI cb-pAcb calculates the stress factor which could be applied at 
each node to achieve this lifeK Both of these files can be displayed as P-a 
contour plotsK 
· A list of the most damaged elements is savedI and re-analysis can be 
concentrated on these elements if requiredK 
 O9 
· A text file of user inputsI analysis typeI program version numbers and a 
results summaryI is producedK 
 
4KOKT oe-analysis 
 
· qhe user may change any of the inputs and re-run the analysisK 
· cb-pAcb reloads all the previous input parameters when the program is re-
runK 
 
4KOKU rtilities 
 
· mlots of materials data and load historiesK 
· fmporting ApCff and other standard format data filesK 
· mreparation of single and multi-channel load histories – scalingI peak/valley 
with cycle omissionK 
 
 
 
4KP cAqfdrb AkAivpfp AidlofqeM 
 
qhe following fatigue damage algorithms are includedK 
 
rniaxial stress – life 
 
   Δσ / O = σ’f EO kf Fb 
 
ptrain life for rniaxial stress 
 
   Δε/ O = Eσ’f  / b FEO k1 Fb + ε’f  EO kf Fc 
 
airect strain 
   Δε1/ O = Eσ’f  / b FEO kf Fb + ε’f  EO kf Fc 
 
 PM 
son Mises ptrain 
Δεeff/ O = Eσ’f  / b FEO kf Fb + ε’f  EO kf Fc 
 
 
 
4K4       A pfkdib ilAa efpqlov lk A ClMmlkbkq 
 
qhe cbA file would be an elastic analysis for a unit loadK cb -pAcb allows a 
scale factor to be applied to the loading if the cbA stresses are for a non-unit loadK 
cor each nodeI cb-pAcb calculates a time history of the S-stress tensor by 
multiplying the unit load stress tensor by the time history of the loadK  
 
ff the load case for the cb data set is a load PFE , and for this load the elastic 
stress at the node is SFE K ff the loading to be analysed is a load time-history P(t)I 
and one data point in P(t) is a value PK then the elastic stress at the node SK = SFE  
 
A time history of the principal stresses in the plane of the element is 
calculatedK qhe multiaxial keuber’s rule is used to calculate the elastic-plastic 
stresses and strains which result from any cyclic yieldingI using a material memory 
algorithmK qhe cyclic stress-strain curve is calculated for the biaxial stress condition 
at the nodeK ff the user has specified an additional stress concentration factorI its 
effect is included at this stageK  
 
cor a single load history the principal stresses at the node do not change 
directionI so a single fatigue analysis is performedK fn thisI the shear or direct strains 
are rainflow cycle counted and the fatigue damage for each cycle is calculatedK 
Miner’s rule is used to calculate the fatigue life at the nodeK 
 
ff a design life has been specifiedI the program uses an iteration procedure to 
calculate the factor which could be applied to the stresses in order to achieve the 
design lifeK 
 
 
 
 P1 
4KR Mriqfmib ilAa afobCqflkp lk A ClMmlkbkq 
 
cor each loading directionI the cbA file would contain the results of an 
elastic analysis for a unit loadK cb-pAcb takes the S -stress tensor for one unit loadI 
and multiplies it by the time history  of this loadK cb-pAcb then takes the S-stress 
tensor for the second unit loadI multiplies it by the time history of this load to form a 
time history of the stress tensorI and adds the time history obtained from the first 
loadK  
 
qhis is repeated for each loadI to create a ti me history of the stress tensor for 
all the loads or a stress data setI each of the elastic stresses at the node will be given 
by an equation of the form 
 
S = (SFE)P(P/PFE)  +  (SFE)Q(Q/QFE) 
 
thereI p - fnstantaneous value of one six stresses 
 mcb - ioad used for cb aata set 
 pcb - blastic stress at the node for load mcb 
 m - fnstantaneous value of rod mEtF in load time history 
 ncb -  ioad used for Ond cb aata set 
 n - fnstantaneous value of load nEtF in load time history 
 
qhe multiaxial keuber’s rule is used to calculate the elastic-plastic stresses 
and strains which result from any cyclic yieldingK qhe cyclic stress-strain curve is re-
calculated for the biaxial stress condition for each event in the stress historyI using a 
material memory ff the user has specified an additional stress concentration factorI 
its effect is included at this stageK 
 
 cor multiple load directionsI the principal stresses at the node may change 
direction during the load historyI so a critical plane fatigue analysis is performedK ln 
each planeI the shear or direct strains are rainflow cycle counted and the fatigue 
damage for each cycle is calculatedK Miner’s rule is used to calculate the fatigue life 
at the nodeK  
 
 PO 
qhe shortest fatigue life on any plane is taken as the fatigue life at the nodeK 
ff a design life has been specifiedI the program uses an iteration procedure to 
calculate the factor which could be applied to the stresses in order to achieve the 
design lifeK 
 
 
 
4KS aAqA pbq pbnrbkCb 
 
A data set sequence may be the result of a transient analysisK ft may also be 
created by modeling a series of discrete eventsI for example the stresses in an engine 
crankshaft calculated at each RM of rotation of the crankshaft through EsayF four 
crankshaft revolutionsK qhe calculated stresses at each angle are termed a ‘data set’K 
qhe data set sequence is specified in a data set sequence fileI which allows the 
sequence of the data sets to be specifiedI and allows a scale factor to be applied to 
any data setK  
 
A different scale factor may be applied to each data set Epositive or 
negativeFI and data sets may appear more than once in the sequenceK At each node 
cb-pAcb creates a time-history of the stress tensor from the sequence of data setsK 
qhis is converted into elastic-plastic stress/strain and a critical plane fatigue analysis 
is used to calculate the fatigue lifeK AgainI a design life may be specifiedK  
 
 
 
4KT BilCh ilAafkd AkAivpfp 
 
Block loading fatigue tests are commonly usedK cb-pAcb can simulate 
block-loading sequencesK qhe user creates a uni t load cbA data set for each load 
conditionK cor each data set the user may specify two scale factors and a number 
of cyclesK cor exampleI the stresses in data set 1 may be scaled by +1 and +MK1 to 
create a stress cycleI and the user may specify 1MMM cycles of this loadingK  
 
 PP 
qhis forms one block in the block loading sequenceK At present up to S4 
blocks may be specifiedK aata sets may appear more than once in the sequenceK 
cb-pAcb calculates the fatigue damage for each blockI and the fatigue damage 
caused by the transition from block to blockK Critical plane analysis is usedK 
AgainI a design life may be specifiedK 
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RK1 pbCqflkAi sfbt lc mrMm peAcq 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Sectional view of pump shaft 
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aiameter of shaft at various sections is as per the following; 
 
f - R4KMM mm 
ff - TOK1M mm 
fff - SPK4R mm 
fs - RTKSU mm 
s - 49KMP mm 
 
 
 
RKO ilAafkdp lk mrMm peAcq 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Loadings on the pump shaft 
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thereI the forces are defined as per the following; 
 
co = ootor ioading 
cf = fmpeller ioading  
oB = oeaction ioad at roller bearing 
oc = oeaction ioad at ball bearing 
q = phaft qorque 
 
 
 
RKP mrMm peAcq ilAafkd CAiCriAqflkp 
 
RKPK1 fmpeller ioadingI cf  
 
BasicallyI the loading at the impeller comprises of the following ; 
 
1K eydraulic oadial fmbalance force 
OK corce due the weight of fmpeller 
 
qhe hydraulic radial force is fmbalance forces due to the operation of the pump 
away from the best efficiency pointK qhe amount of imbalance forces generated at 
the impeller is calculated using the following formula; 
 
m = hq x h x e x pKd x a x BO x 9KU1 
1MKO 
whereI 
 
h = oadial qhrust factor 
pKd = ppecific gravity of the pumped liquid 
e = qotal head at Bbm EmF 
BO = tidth of impeller including shrouds EcmF 
a = lKa of impeller EcmF 
 
 PT 
 
while hq is defined asI 
 
   hq = 1 – EnO/nnOFO 
 
whereI 
 
n = Actual pumping capacity EmP/hrF 
nn = Bbm pumping capacity EmP/hrF 
 
 
qhereforeI 
 
h = MKOR E given for closed impeller F 
pKd = MKTO E for sewage application F 
e = OTKS m E taken from the pump performance curve F 
BO = TKU4 cm Etaken from the manufacturers specificationsF 
a = PM cm Etaken from the manufacturers specificationsF 
 
 
Assumption : 
 
n / nn = MK9 
 
 
hq  = 1 – En / nn F4 
 = 1 – MK94 
 = MKP44 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 PU 
 
eydraulic fmbalance force becomesI 
 
cimb= m    =  hq x h x e x pKd x a x BO x 9KU1 
                        1MKO 
      
      =  MKP44 x MKOR x OTKS x MKTO x PM x TKU4 x 9KU1 
                               1MKO    
 
      =  PUSKR9 k 
 
ioad due to the weight of the impeller is given by; 
 
Moment fnertia of fmpeller = MKPU kgmO 
 
aiameter of impeller = PMM mm 
 
AreaI A = πdO /4 
             = EPK14O x MKPOF/4 
   = MKMTMS9R mO 
 
qhereforeI weight of impeller = f / A 
        = MKPU / MKMTMS9R 
     = RKPU kg 
 
 
ioad due to weight of impeller = mg 
     = RKPU x 9KU1 
     = ROKTU k 
 
fmpeller ioadingI cf = cimb + cweight 
    = PUSKR9 + ROKTU 
    = 4P9KPT k 
 
 P9 
 
RKPKO ootor ioadingI co 
 
Moment fnertia of rotor = MKRP9 kgmO 
 
aiameter of rotor = 1U1KS mm 
 
iength of rotor = OU9 mm  
 
AreaI A = πdO /4 
             = EPK14O x MK1U1SOF/4 
   = MKMOR9 mO 
 
qhereforeI weight of rotor = f / A 
    = MKRP9 / MKMOR9 
    = OMKU1 kg 
 
 
aistributed ioad of rotor = mg/i 
    = EOMKU1 x 9KU1F/MKOU9 
    = TMSK4 k/m 
 
 
 
RKPKP oeaction corce at bearings oB C oc  
 
qaking equilibrium condition; 
 
∑ c↑+  = ∑ c↓ 
 
oc  = oB + 4P9KPT + ETMSK4 x MKOU9F 
oc - oB  = 4P9KPT + OM4K1R 
oc - oB  = S4PKRO       ------------ E1F 
 
 4M 
 
∑ MB  = M 
 
oc x MK4MUR = ETMSK4 x MKPOUR x MKPOUR/O F – ETMSK4 x MKMP9R x MKMP9R/O F +    
E4P9KPT x MKSO9F 
MK4MUR oc = PUK11 – MKRR + OTSKPS 
MK4MUR oc = P1PK9O 
oc = P1PK9O / MK4MUR 
oc = TSUK4T k 
 
qhereforeI  
oc - oB  = S4PKRO   
- oB  = S4PKRO - oc 
- oB  = S4PKRO – TSUK4T 
- oB  = - 1O4K9R 
oB  = 1O4K9R k 
 
 
 
* phaft qorque is given by the manufacturer = OMM km 
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Figure 5.3: Static Analysis of Pump Shaft 
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qhe submersible pump’s shaft is made from iow Carbon steelK qhe designed 
material properties are as below; 
 
voung’s ModulusI b  = O1M dma 
oigidity ModulusI d  = UM   dma 
rltimate ptrengthI pt  = 49M Mma 
vield ptrengthI py  = O9M Mma 
 
bndurance limit for Mechanical element is defined as; 
 
  pe = hahbhchdhepe’ 
 
thereI 
ha - purface factor 
hb - pize factor 
hc - ioad factor 
hd - qemperature factor 
he - catigue strength reduction factor 
pe’ - bndurance limit or fatigue limit 
 
As for the pump shaft; 
 
bndurance limitI is defined as pe’ = MKRM4 pt Efor steels with pt ≤ 14MM Mma F 
qhereforeI  
 pe’ = MKRM4 pt  
       = MKRM4 E49MF 
       = O4SK9S Mma 
 
 
 
 
 
 4P 
- purface factorI ha = aptb  
cor a machined steelI the value a C b is given as ; 
a = 4KR1 Mma C b = -MKOSR 
Ebased on table TK4 from phigley/Mischke : MechK bngK aesignI Rth bditionF 
 
ha = aptb 
     = 4KR1 x 49M-MKOSR 
      = MKUT4 
 
- pize factorI hb is given as MKSM to MKTR for bending problems  
   Esize larger than R1 mm in diameterFK 
qhereforeI the size factor is assumed to be MKTRK 
     hb = MKTR 
 
- ioad factorI hc is given as 1KM for bending problemsK 
  hc = 1KM  
 
- qemperature factorI hd is given as 1KM for temperature up to RMoCK 
  hd = 1KM  
 
Based on the bending moment diagramI the location with suspected high stress 
concentration are location cI dI e C fK thereforeI the fatigue life analysis will be 
carried out on these locationsK 
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Table 5.1: Fatigue limit , Se, calculated data for different locations on the shaft 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.2: Fatigue Life cycle for critical area on shaft 
 
Based on the results obtained through fatigue analysis EcalculationF as per 
qable RK1 C RKOI it can be seen that the shaft has been designed to infinite life where 
the life cycle of all the critical locations are > 1MS cyclesK Besides thatI it is also 
noted that the location with the highest bending stress is location dI which is a stress 
raiser due to the surface discontinuity as there is a diameter step down after the ball 
bearingK qhe location where the shaft actually failed has been found to have infinite 
life as well as the life is 1M1O cyclesK 
 
iocation 
a  
EmmF 
d 
 EmmF 
r 
 EmmF 
a/d 
 
r/d 
 
ht 
 
n 
 
hf 
 
he 
 
pe 
EMmaF 
c TOK1M SPK4R P 1K14 MKMR OKMR MKTU 1KU19 MKRR U9KM4 
                      
d SPK4R RTKSU P 1K1M MKMR 1K9R MKTU 1KT41 MKRT4 9OK9O 
                      
e RTKSU 49KMP P 1K1U MKMS 1K9R MKTU 1KT41 MKRT4 9OK9O 
                      
f RTKSU 49KMP P 1K1U MKMS 1KT9 MKTU 1KS1SO MKS19 1MMKO1 
                      
iocation 
BK Moment 
EkmF BK ptress EσaF a b 
bstimated iife 
cycleI k 
c 1POKMP RKOT O4OSKU9 -MKOP1S PK1S x 1M11 
            
d 111KM9 RK9M OPORKRR -MKOOR4 PKOU x 1M11 
            
e RUK99 RK1M OPORKRR -MKOOR4 SKOS x 1M11 
            
f 41K9O PKSO O1RSKPT -MKKO14R UKSR x 1M1O 
            
 4R 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.3: Distribution of stresses at critical area on the shaft 
 
 
Based on the table P as aboveI it can be seen that the von Mises stress is high 
at locations e C fK But the stresses are still way below the endurance limit of the 
part of the shaft respectivelyK qhereforeI failure due to fatigue will not occurK 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
iocation 
Bending 
stressI σa 
phear 
stressI qxy 
mrinciple ptresses 
EMmaF 
son Mises 
ptressI σD 
pafe 
cactorI 
n 
  Mma Mma σA σB Mma   
c RKOT PK99 TK41T -OK1R UKS9 1MKOR 
              
d RK9M RKP1 9KMO -PK1O 1MK9O UKR1 
              
e RK1M UKS4 11KRS -SK4S 1RKU1 RKUU 
              
f PKSO UKS4 1MKS4 -TKMO 1RK4M UK11 
              
 4S 
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SK1K1 Modeling of shaft 
 
qhe submersible pump shaft was m odeled using existing commercial 
cbA softwareI ABAnrpK qhe dimensions or size of the shaft modeled was 
to the exact dimensions of the shaft that has failed in practical useK 
 
qhere are two EOF boundary conditions for the shaftI which is at the 
location where the shafts are supported by its upper and lower bearingsK qhe 
details of the boundary conditions are as follows; 
 
Boundary Condition 1 : rpper bearing Eqhrust bearingF 
     r1 = MI rO = MI rP = M 
     ro1 = MI roO = M 
 
Boundary Condition O : iower bearing EBall bearingF 
     r1 = MI rO = MI rP = M 
     ro1 = MI roO = M 
 
 
 4T 
thereI 
1K r1I rO C rP are the displacements in xI y and z axisK 
OK ro1I roO C roP are the rotational displacements at xI y and z axisK 
 
qhe Pa model of shaft in ABAnrp and its boundary conditions are shown in the 
following figure; 
 
Figure 6.1: 3D Model and Boundary conditions on a shaft 
 
SK1KO ioadings on phaft 
 
qhe shaft basically goes through the following loadings during in 
operation; 
 
· iateral loading due to weight of the impeller and hydraulic imbalance 
loadK 
· qangential load due to the torque from the motor of the pumpK 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BC O 
BC 1 
 4U 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Types of loading on a shaft 
 
AK iateral ioading 
 
cimb  = PUSKR9 k  
cweight  = ROKTU k 
 
 
qotal ioadings  = cimb  + cweight 
    = PUSKR9  + ROKTU 
    = 4P9KPT k 
 
 
 
bffective area of loading =  SP mm x 14 mm 
 
     = UUO mmO 
  
 
 
qhereforeI pressure   = corce / Area 
     = 4P9KPT / UUO 
     = MK49U k/mmO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
iateral ioads 
qangential ioads 
 49 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3: Lateral loads applied on the shaft 
 
 
 
 
MK49U k/mmO 
 RM 
BK qangential ioading 
 
qhe following are the technical data specified by the manufacturer of the 
pump; 
 
mower of pumpI m =  PM ht 
 
omMI k  = 14RR 
 
 
qherefore; 
 
qorqueI q  = ESM x mower F/  EO x PK14O x kF 
 
    = ESM x PMMMMMMMF /  EO x PK14O x14RRF 
 
    = 19SKU9 hk/mm 
 
 
qangential load = q / r 
    = 19SKU9 / O4KR 
    = UIMPSK44 k 
 
 
poI the pressure due to the torsional loading; 
 
  mressure  = c / A 
 
    = UIMPSK44 / ESP x 4KRF 
 
    = OUKPR k/mmO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 R1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4: Tangential load applied on the shaft 
 
 
 
OUKPR k/mmO 
 RO 
CK Combined ioading E iateral + qangential F 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.5: Combined Loading applied on the shaft 
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SK1KP cinite blement Meshing of phaft Model 
 
 
qhe shaft was discretized using O types of finite elementsI U node- 
hexagon elements for most parts of the shaft and 4 node- tetrahedral 
elements for the keyway area of the shaftK qhe details of the finite element 
meshing of the shaft model are as per the following; 
 
- qotal noK of blements : 4UIPTR 
 
 
           
 
 
Figure 6.6: Finite Element Meshing of shaft 
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SKOK1 Modeling of shaft 
 
qhe input models for the ce-safe is imported from the same Kcae and 
Kodb file generated previously in ABAnrpK qhereforeI the boundary 
conditions remain unchanged from the previous setting or positionK  
 
 
 
SKOKO ioadings on phaft 
 
auring operationI the shaft rotates while the loadings are static or the 
same at the same directionsK qhereforeI to model the input file to ce -safeI the 
loadings are represented in way that the shaft is now in static position whil e 
the loadings fluctuate over period of timeK 
 
BasicallyI variation of load at any point in the shaft depends on the 
angular position of the shaft as it rotatesK fn cb -pafeI the shaft is analyzed as 
a stationary componentK qhusI equivalent load variation per rotation of shaft 
is obtained through variable loading as illustrated in the figure below; 
                  
 
Figure 6.7: Input loadings on shaft for FE Safe 
 
thereI 
 m1 C mO represents the lateral loading and mP represents the tangential loadK 
m1 
mO 
ω 
mP 
 RR 
 
thile the input files for the lateral loadings are defined as following; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chart 6.1: Input  loading, P1, for fe-safe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chart 6.2: Input  loading, P1, for fe-safe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Loading, P1
-1M
-R
M
R
1M
M 1MM OMM PMM 4MM
Degree of Rotation
Load, N
Loading, P2
-1M
M
1M
M 1MM OMM PMM 4MM
Degree of rotation
Load, N
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TK1K1 iateral ioad 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1: Distribution of Mises stress on shaft due to Lateral load 
 
 
 RT 
 
 
 
Figure 7.2: High stress concentration area due to lateral load 
 
 
 
 crom the results that has been obtainedI it can be seen that the higher stress 
concentration area are the edge of the keyway and the step down after the lower 
bearing‘s supportK qhe son Mises stress at the stated area is between P – 4 MmaK 
eighest son Mises stress is at an element located at the step down after the lower 
bearing supportI which is about TKPPO MmaK 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 RU 
 TK1KO qangential ioad 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3: Distribution of Mises stress on shaft due to tangential load 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.4: High stress concentration area due to tangential load 
 
 
 crom the results that has been obtainedI it can be seen that the higher stress 
concentration area are the edge of the keyway and the step down after the lower 
bearing‘s supportK qhe son Mises stress at the stated area is between RRKPT MmaK  
  
 R9 
TK1KP Combined ioading Eiateral C qangentialF 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.5: Distribution of Mises stress on shaft due to combined load 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.6: High stress concentration area due to combined load 
 
 
 SM 
 
 
Figure 7.7: Localized high stress concentration at edge of keyway 
 
 
 crom the results that had been obtainedI it can be seen that the higher stress 
concentration area are still the same location but the value of von Mises stress has 
increasedK ft shows that the high stress region are very localized and the son Mises 
stress at the stated area is RRKTM MmaK  
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Figure 7.8: Distribution of fatigue life cycles of the shaft 
 
 
 
Figure 7.9: Distribution of fatigue life cycles at the critical area of the shaft 
 
 
Based on the fatigue life cycle analysis that has been carried outI it can be 
seen that the critical life cycle of the pump shaft is between 1MS - 1M1O cyclesK qhe 
edge of keywayI which is the critical area on the shaft has a fatigue life cycle of 1M 1M 
cyclesK 
 SO 
TKP sfprAi fkpmbCqflk 
 
        
 
Figure 7.10: Typical contour on shaft due to bending fatigue failure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.11: Actual contour on the failed shaft 
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Figure 7.12: Actual failure on the shaft 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           Figure 7.13: Shaft broken at high concentration area; edge of key 
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 Based on the visual inspection or analysis on the actual failed pump shaftI it 
can be seen that the failure contour is similar to a bending fatigue failure contour 
with initial crackI slow growth region and final rupture of the shaftK qhe shaft 
actually fails at the high stress concentration region; where the edge of the key is 
seated on the keyway of the shaftK 
 
 lne of the reasons to the failure to the shaft could be due to the oper ational 
condition of the shaft as wellK qhe following picture shows the area of the shaft 
which is always submerged in the pumping mediaI which is in this caseI sewageK 
qhe key is found to be always submerged in this contaminated waterI where it is 
prune to corrode over period of timeK qhese corrosions could lead to stress corrosion 
cracking which could eventually lead to fatigue failure of the shaftK 
 
 
 
 
  Always under dry condition   Always submerged 
       
Figure 7.14: Operational position of the shaft is horizontal 
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Based on the finite element analysis that has been carried outI it can be 
concluded that the material of the shaft has not yielded as the son Mises stress 
obtained is only RRKTM MmaI which is very much less than the yield stress of the 
material which is O9M MmaK But the cbA analysis has given us an indication that the 
stress concentration at the edge of the keyway is very high compared to the other 
areas on the shaftK 
 
After conducting the fatigue life cycle analysis on the shaftI we can 
acknowledge that the fatigue life cycle of the critical area on shaft is between 1M S to 
1M1O cycles and the life cycle at the edge of the keyway is about 1M1O cyclesK qhis 
shows that the shaft has been designed not to fail due to fatigueK 
 
But the results from the visual inspection of the failed shaft are actually 
showing similar surface contour with a typical contour of fatigue failureK  qhis could 
be due to stress corrosion factorK qhe shaft keyway is always submerged in waterI 
which in this application is sewage water EdirtyI contaminatedI etcFK qhereforeI there 
is a high possibility of corrosion to incur in which eventually causes stress corrosion 
initial cracks at high stress concentration area such as the edge of key on the 
keywayK  
 
 
 SS 
 
lther causes to the failure of the shaft could be pitting due to corrosion and 
cavitations during operation of the pumpK qhis is because pitting could cause stress 
raisers on the shaft which eventually leads to fatigue failureK Besides thatI a defect 
on the surface of the shaft during manufacturing processes could also lead to initial 
cracks to occur when the shaft is in operationK qhis imperfection on the surface 
finish creates high stress concentration zone where the cracks develops during 
operation of the shaft over period of timeK 
 
pince the shaft has been designed for infinite lifeI these other factors are 
suspected to be the main contributors to the failure of the shaftI mainly due to 
fatigue under cyclic loading when it is in operationK 
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1K iocation c 
 
a = TOK1M mm 
d = SPK4R mm 
r = P mm 
 
a/d = TOK1M / SPK4R = 1K14 
r/d   = P/ SPK4R = MKMR 
 
- Based on cigure A-1R-9 Ephigley/Mischke: MechK bngK aesignI Rth bditionFI the value of 
theoretical stress concentration factorI is given as ht = OKMRK 
 
- Based on cigure R-1S Ephigley/Mischke: MechK bngK aesignI Rth bditionFI the value of 
notch sensitivityI is given as q = MKTUK 
 
qhereforeI fatigue stress concentration factor; 
 
 hf = 1 + qEht – 1F 
     = 1 + MKTUEOKMR -1F 
     =     1KU19 
 
 
 
 TM 
fatigue strength reduction factorI he becomes; 
 
 he = 1/ kf 
                =    1/ 1KU19 
                =    MKRR 
 
kowI bndurance limit becomes; 
pe = hahbhchdhepe’ 
 = MKUT4 x MKTR x 1 x 1 x MKRR x O4SK9S 
 = U9KM4 Mma 
 
Calculating bending stress at location c; 
 
Bending moment at location c = 1POKMP km 
 
Bending stressI σa = POM/ πdP 
  = EPO x 1POKMPF / E PK14O x MKMSP4RPF 
  = RKOT Mma 
 
qhis stress is lower than the endurance limitI and soI the part will have infinite lifeK 
 
Calculating estimated life of part; 
  
        k = Eσa/aF1/b  
 
thereI 
a = EMK9 x ptOF / pe  C  
b = -1/P x log EMK9 x ptF / pe  
 
a = EMK9 x 49MOF / U9KM4 = O4OSKU9 
b = -1/P x log EMK9 x 49MF / U9KM4 = -MKOP1S 
 
 
 
 T1 
bstimated life of partI k = Eσa/aF1/b 
        = ERKOT/O4OSKU9F-1/MKOP1S 
        = PK1S x 1M11 cyclesK 
 
Bending moment at location c = 1POKMP km 
 
Bending stressI σa = POM/ πdP 
  = EPO x 1POKMPF / E PK14O x MKMSP4RPF 
  = RKOT Mma 
 
phear stressI Τxy = 1Sq/ πdP 
  = E1S x OMMF / E PK14O x MKMSP4RPF 
  = PK99 Mma 
  
thereforeI the two non zero principle stresses from Mohr circle analysis becomes; 
σAI σB = Eσa/OF ± [ Eσa/OFO + ΤxyOz1/O 
 = ERKOT/OF ± [ ERKOT/OFO + PK99Oz1/O 
 = EOKSPRF ± [ ESK94PF + 1RK9Oz1/O 
  = OKSPR ± [ 4KTUOz  
 
σA = OKSPR + [ 4KTUOz = TK41T Mma 
σB = OKSPR - [ 4KTUOz = -OK14T Mma 
 
Calculating son Mises ptressI σ’: 
 σ’= EσAO - σA σB + σBOF1/O 
              = ETK41TO – ETK41T x -OK14TF + E-OK14TFOF1/O 
     = UKS9 Mma 
 
iastlyI estimated factor of safe guarding against fatigue failure ; 
 
  n = pe / σ’ 
     = U9KM4 / UKS9 
     = 1MKOR 
 
 TO 
OK iocation d 
 
a = SPK4R mm 
d = RTKSU mm 
r = P mm 
 
a/d = SPK4R / RTKSU = 1K1M 
r/d   = P/ RTKSU = MKMR 
 
- Based on cigure A-1R-9 Ephigley/Mischke: MechK bngK aesignI Rth bditionFI the value of 
theoretical stress concentration factorI is given as ht = 1K9RK 
 
- Based on cigure R-1S Ephigley/Mischke: MechK bngK aesignI Rth bditionFI the value of 
notch sensitivityI is given as q = MKTUK 
 
qhereforeI fatigue stress concentration factor; 
 
 hf = 1 + qEht – 1F 
     = 1 + MKTUE1K9R -1F 
     =     1KT41 
 
catigue strength reduction factorI he becomes; 
 
 he = 1/ kf 
                =    1/ 1KT41 
                =    MKRT4 
 
kowI bndurance limit becomes; 
pe = hahbhchdhepe’ 
 = MKUT4 x MKTR x 1 x 1 x MKRT4 x O4SK9S 
 = 9OK9O Mma 
 
 
 
 TP 
Calculating bending stress at location d; 
 
Bending moment at location d = 111KM9 km 
 
Bending stressI σa = POM/ πdP 
  = EPO x 111KM9F / E PK14O x MKMRTSUPF 
  = RK9M Mma 
 
qhis stress is lower than the endurance limitI and soI the part will have infinite lifeK 
 
Calculating estimated life of part; 
  
        k = Eσa/aF1/b  
 
thereI 
a = EMK9 x ptOF / pe  C  
b = -1/P x log EMK9 x ptF / pe  
 
a = EMK9 x 49MOF / 9OK9O = OPORKRR 
b = -1/P x log EMK9 x 49MF / 9OK9O = -MKOOR4 
 
bstimated life of partI k = Eσa/aF1/b 
        = ERK9M/OPORKRRF-1/MKOOR4 
        = PKOU x 1M11 cyclesK 
 
Bending moment at location d = 111KM9 km 
 
Bending stressI σa = POM/ πdP 
  = EPO x 111KM9F / E PK14O x MKMRTSUPF 
  = RK9M Mma 
 
phear stressI Τxy = 1Sq/ πdP 
  = E1S x OMMF / E PK14O x MKMRTSUPF 
  = RKP1 Mma 
 T4 
  
qhereforeI the two non zero principle stresses from Mohr circle analysis becomes; 
σAI σB = Eσa/OF ± [ Eσa/OFO + ΤxyOz1/O 
 = ERK9M/OF ± [ ERK9M/OFO + RKP1Oz1/O 
 = EOK9RF ± [ EUKTMORF + OUK19Sz1/O 
  = OK9R ± [ SKMTz  
 
σA = OK9R + [ SKMTz = 9KMO Mma 
σB = OK9R - [ SKMTz = -PK1O Mma 
 
Calculating son Mises ptressI σ’: 
 σ’= EσAO - σA σB + σBOF1/O 
              = E9KMOO – E9KMO x -PK1OF + E-PK1OFOF1/O 
     = 1MK9O Mma 
 
iastlyI estimated factor of safe guarding against fatigue failure ; 
 
  n = pe / σ’ 
     = 9OK9O / 1MK9O 
     = UKR1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 TR 
PK iocation e 
 
a = RTKSU mm 
d = 49KMP mm 
r = P mm 
 
a/d = RTKSU / 49KMP = 1K1U 
r/d   = P/ 49KMP = MKMS 
 
- Based on cigure A-1R-9 Ephigley/Mischke: MechK bngK aesignI Rth bditionFI the value of 
theoretical stress concentration factorI is given as ht = 1K9RK 
 
- Based on cigure R-1S Ephigley/Mischke: MechK bngK aesignI Rth bditionFI the value of 
notch sensitivityI is given as q = MKTUK 
 
qhereforeI fatigue stress concentration factor; 
 
 hf = 1 + qEht – 1F 
     = 1 + MKTUE1K9R -1F 
     =     1KT41 
 
catigue strength reduction factorI he becomes; 
 
 he = 1/ kf 
                =    1/ 1KT41 
                =    MKRT4 
 
kowI bndurance limit becomes; 
pe = hahbhchdhepe’ 
 = MKUT4 x MKTR x 1 x 1 x MKRT4 x O4SK9S 
 = 9OK9O Mma 
 
 
 
 TS 
Calculating bending stress at location e; 
 
Bending moment at location e = RUK99 km 
 
Bending stressI σa = POM/ πdP 
  = EPO x RUK99F / E PK14O x MKM49MPPF 
  = RK1M Mma 
 
qhis stress is lower than the endurance limitI and soI the part will have infinite lifeK 
 
Calculating estimated life of part; 
  
        k = Eσa/aF1/b  
 
thereI 
a = EMK9 x ptOF / pe  C  
b = -1/P x log EMK9 x ptF / pe  
 
a = EMK9 x 49MOF / 9OK9O = OPORKRR 
b = -1/P x log EMK9 x 49MF / 9OK9O = -MKOOR4 
 
bstimated life of partI k = Eσa/aF1/b 
        = ERK1M/OPORKRRF-1/MKOOR4 
        = SKOS x 1M11 cyclesK 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 TT 
Bending moment at location e = RUK99 km 
 
Bending stressI σa = POM/ πdP 
  = EPO x RUK99F / EPK14O x MKM49MPPF 
  = RK1M Mma 
 
phear stressI Τxy = 1Sq/ πdP 
  = E1S x OMMF / EPK14O x MKM49MPPF 
  = UKS4 Mma 
  
qhereforeI the two non-zero principle stresses from Mohr circle analysis becomes; 
σAI σB = Eσa/OF ± [ Eσa/OFO + ΤxyOz1/O 
 = ERK1M/OF ± [ERK1M/OFO + UKS4Oz1/O 
 = EOKRRF ± [ESKRMORF + T4KSRz1/O 
  = OKRR ± [9KM1z  
 
σA = OKRR + [ 9KM1z = 11KRS Mma 
σB = OKRR - [ 9KM1z = -SK4S Mma 
 
Calculating son Mises ptressI σ’: 
 σ’= EσAO - σA σB + σBOF1/O 
              = E11KRSO – E11KRS x -SK4SF + E-SK4SFOF1/O 
     = 1RKU1Mma 
 
iastlyI estimated factor of safe guarding against fatigue failure ; 
 
  n = pe / σ’ 
     = 9OK9O / 1RKU1 
     = RKUU 
 
 
 
 
 
 TU 
4K iocation f EheywayF 
 
a = RTKSU mm 
d = 49KMP mm 
r  = P mm 
 
a/d = RTKSU / 49KMP = 1K1U 
r/d   = P/ 49KMP = MKMS 
 
- Based on oKb metersonI ptress concentration factorsI the value of theoretical stress 
concentration factor for keywayI is given as ht = 1KT9K 
 
- Based on cigure R-1S Ephigley/Mischke: MechK bngK aesignI Rth bditionFI the value of 
notch sensitivityI is given as q = MKTUK 
 
qhereforeI fatigue stress concentration factor; 
 
 hf = 1 + qEht – 1F 
     = 1 + MKTUE1KT9 -1F 
     =     1KS1SO 
 
fatigue strength reduction factorI he becomes; 
 
 he = 1/ kf 
                =    1/ 1KS1SO 
                =    MKS19 
 
kowI bndurance limit becomes; 
pe = hahbhchdhepe’ 
 = MKUT4 x MKTR x 1 x 1 x MKKS19 x O4SK9S 
 = 1MMKO1 Mma 
 
 
 
 T9 
Calculating bending stress at location f; 
 
Bending moment at location f = 41K9O km 
 
Bending stressI σa = POM/ πdP 
  = EPO x 41K9OF / E PK14O x MKM49MPPF 
  = PKSO Mma 
 
qhis stress is lower than the endurance limitI and soI the part will have infinite lifeK 
 
Calculating estimated life of part; 
  
        k = Eσa/aF1/b  
 
thereI 
a = EMK9 x ptOF / pe  C  
b = -1/P x log EMK9 x ptF / pe  
 
a = EMK9 x 49MOF / 1MMKO1 = O1RSKPT 
b = -1/P x log EMK9 x 49MF / 1MMKO1 = -MKO14R 
 
bstimated life of partI k = Eσa/aF1/b 
        = EPKSO/O1RSKPTF-1/MKO14R 
        = UKSR x 1M1O cyclesK 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 UM 
Bending moment at location f = 41K9O km 
 
Bending stressI σa = POM/ πdP 
  = EPO x 41K9OF / EPK14O x MKM49MPPF 
  = PKSO Mma 
 
phear stressI Τxy = 1Sq/ πdP 
  = E1S x OMMF / EPK14O x MKM49MPPF 
  = UKS4 Mma 
  
thereforeI the two non zero principle stresses from Mohr circle analysis becomes; 
σAI σB = Eσa/OF ± [ Eσa/OFO + ΤxyOz1/O 
 = EPKSO/OF ± [EPKSO/OFO + UKS4Oz1/O 
 = E1KU1F ± [EPKOTSF + T4KSRz1/O 
  = 1KU1 ± [UKUPz  
 
σA = 1KU1 + [ UKUPz = 1MKS4 Mma 
σB = 1KU1 - [ UKUPz = -TKMO Mma 
 
Calculating son Mises ptressI σ’: 
 σ’= EσAO - σA σB + σBOF1/O 
              = E1MKS4O – E1MKS4 x -TKMOF + E-TKMOFOF1/O 
     = 1RK4MMma 
 
iastlyI estimated factor of safe guarding against fatigue failure ; 
 
  n = pe / σ’ 
     = 1O4KU1/ 1RK4M 
     = UK11 
 
